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A HANDS-ON CAPSTONE 
COVID-STYLE

In the fall of 2020, I and a team of three other Media

Production majors embarked on our senior capstone film. I

knew it would be challenging when I took on the project, as

well as accepted the responsibility of being the Director of

Photography as well as an editor, but I didn't expect my

skills and knowledge of the major to be tested as much, and

as thoroughly, as they were. However difficult, I'm thankful

to have had such an outstanding support system of my three

group mates, as well as our incredible professor, to  make

this project what it is now.



As New York began considering the

reopening of the state, the government

released a document outlining both the

mandatory and recommended practices

that professionals in media production

follow as the industry was opened back

up last year.

FILMMAKING
IN 2020
NYS GUIDELINES

"Reopening New York: Media Production Guidelines for Employers and Employees"



In order to ensure the safest and most

productive film set for this project, a

"COVID Captain" was appointed at the

start of the project. This individual was

in charge of maintaining COVID-

consciousness among everyone present

on set. They were also responsible for

putting all of these guidelines in writing

to ensure they would be followed by all

on-set personnel.

NEW GROUP ROLES

FILMMAKING IN
2020 - SUNY
NEW PALTZ

Shooting day one: Early morning rehearsals behind Convenient Deli



FILMMAKING IN
2020 - SUNY
NEW PALTZ
COVID GUIDELINES

"Crumble Production COVID Guidelines" by Dennis Brady.



WRITING THE
SCRIPT
FEAT. ONLINE MEETINGS

Our script was written entirely via Blackboard

Collaborate, and underwent multiple edits and

re-writes before being finalized. Of course, our

creativity was limited by the fact that we could

not film with mask-less actors in public places.

We didn't want to make the film about the

pandemic, but we couldn't avoid it completely,

which is evident in the scene outside of

Convenient Deli.

Crumble Script - Early Stages



REHEARSING
THE SCRIPT
VIRTUAL VS. IN-PERSON

The entire casting process was done

virtually. We held auditions on Zoom and

crew meetings on Blackboard

Collaborate. Once our actors were cast,

we introduced ourselves and held our

initial rehearsals entirely on Zoom.



PRE-PRODUCTION
PLANNING
STORYBOARD/SHOTLIST

Page from the early pre-production Crumble shot list.



DAILY TEMPERATURE
READINGS
ACTORS AND CREW MEMBERS
As is per usual, all crew and cast members

were required to sign in at every shoot.

However, in addition to this, the NYS

COVID-19 guidelines dictate that every

person on set also undergo a daily health

check-in that included their temperature

reading for that day.

Crumble Sign-In and Health Check-In



DISINFECTANT
AS AN ON-SET NECESSITY

Aside from our own hands being cleaned

and re-cleaned at every opportunity, the

equipment (most of which having been

provided by members of the production

team) was routinely wiped down after

every use.



ON-SET ADAPTATIONS
NON-COVID ROADBLOCKS

Aside from on-set COVID restrictions,

sometimes we ran into issues with

maneuvering the camera to get the

perfect shot. It did make for some

entertaining behind the scenes,

though.

Some alternative camera maneuvers to get the perfect shot.



After the production process of Crumble, the

editing was broken up between myself and

our director, Matthew Chiarelli. The editing

process took a week and a half toward the

end of the semester to complete. Despite

having a bit of a COVID exposure scare, 

 and a mix-up with editing software

consistency, during this process, the film was

eventually fully completed and exported in

time for the end of the semester.

EDITING CRUMBLE
BUMPS IN THE ROAD

Crumble Timeline - Early Stages



Sharing the job of editing between the two

of us, Matt and I ran into a few issues

attempting to get the files safely from one

of us to the other. At one point, there was

an in-person transfer of the hard drive using

a paper bag, double masks, and gloves.

Despite accidentally using different versions

of Adobe Premiere at the start, Crumble was

thankfully finished with no COVID-related

hitches.

EDITING CRUMBLE
COLLABORATION

On-set file transfers at the end of shoots to avoid lost or corrupted footage.



Having spent all of that time working on Crumble, I

would certainly consider it a learning experience.

The thing about being in the production industry is

that you constantly need to learn to overcome

obstacles being thrown your way, whether that's

budgeting or a global pandemic, adaptation is a

necessary skill. Knowing what I know now about this

type of filmmaking (and it now being warmer out), I

would try my hand at filming something that takes

place exclusively outdoors, as that seems as though

it would offer more freedom in creativity while

staying safe.

PLAGUED
FILMMAKING
LESSONS LEARNED

Behind the scenes: Party of Three



Crumble

https://youtu.be/hkRqUfk7i2Y

